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Hello, guys, I'm doing a migration from Linux Mint to Debian and I'm getting a black screen during boot
with these messages : "Linux version 2.6.35-22-generic | (gcc version 4.1.2 20080704 (Red Hat 4.1.2-53)) #2

SMP Wed Aug 20 19:31:13 UTC 2008 (BST)" Also, I did a "apt-get upgrade" ricardokam: what was your
goal with the update? -the umm Kai696:? I have ubuntu installed in a vmware, and if I chose the ubuntu 8.04

disk it complains about an unsupported updates.. but on a live cd or a real ubuntu hard disk it boots fine
Kai696: hm, that's a little strange basically, i want to get a new kernel version, without going through a whole

new install, I'm just using a live cd Kai696: how big is your hard drive? Kai696: oh - that I don't know
anything about 80gb Kai696: you need to ask for help in #vmware They'll probably know more Kai696:

that's a lot of space, though - I hope you've got enough space to back it up Yeah I think so, I've got another
computer I could copy to cd, I just wanted to make sure it worked I don't know if vmware has changed in

regards to support of older versions - that's just a guess Yeah its a livecd, not a install I've used them before
without any probs I'll join #vmware, I'm sure they'll know Kai696: if it's not too much trouble, you could

/msg ubottu vmware and
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598d631155. Related links:. IObit Smart Defrag Pro is a system optimization program that is efficient and
fast. IObit Smart Defrag Pro is a program for optimizing the system through efficient and fast disk

defragmentation, which allows you to achieve. IObit Smart Defrag Pro is one of the best apps to help you
quickly fffad4f19a
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